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Abstract
© Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd. Economical production implies primarily new
approaches to culture of management and organization of production and offers a set of tools
and techniques that allows reducing losses significantly and making the process cheaper and
faster. Economical production tools are simple solutions that allow one to see opportunities for
improvement of all aspects of the business, to reduce losses significantly, to constantly improve
the  whole  spectrum of  business  processes,  to  increase  significantly  the  transparency  and
manageability of the organization, to take advantage of the potential of each employee of the
company,  to increase competitiveness,  and to obtain significant economic benefits  without
making large financial expenditures. Each of economical production tools solves a specific part
of the problems, and only application of their combination will allow one to solve the problem or
minimize  it  to  acceptable  values.  The  research  of  the  governance  process  project  Lean
Production  permitted  studying  the  methods  and  tools  of  lean  production  and  developing
measures for their improvement.
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